Now You Can Sell Your Car on the Straight Eights Website
For Straight Eights Members:
Each member is entitled to three free months of advertising his car for sale on the
Straight Eights public or private or both Websites per year, provided they meet the
following criteria:
1. Ads are limited to one car.
2. Each ad must contain an exterior photo of the automobile for sale in high
resolution jpeg format and in color.
3. Indicate if your ad should run on the private, public or both areas of the Straight
Eights Website.
4. Free member ads are limited to 50 words (see 5 below for ads exceeding 50
words) and must contain the following information:
a. Year, Make and Model, and Exterior and Interior colors of the car for sale.
b. Exact mileage
c. Condition of the car
d. Any major or minor repairs needed for the car to be roadworthy
e. Asking/selling Price of the car
f. Contact information for the seller (email is fine)
5. For additional words (in excess of the 50 free words), there will be a one-time
charge of 25 cents per word.
6. To run an ad for additional months, the member will follow the rules below.
For Non-Straight Eights Members and Straight Eights Members who have already
run their one free three-month ad for the year or who wish to run their free ad for
additional months:
1. The cost of an ad is $10 per month, and each ad is limited to one car.
2. Each ad must contain an exterior photo of the automobile for sale in high
resolution jpeg format and in color.
3. Indicate if your ad should run on the private, public or both areas of the Straight
Eights Website.
4. Ads are limited to 50 words (see 5 below for ads exceeding 50 words) and must
contain the following information:
a. Year, Make and Model, and Exterior and Interior colors of the car for sale.
b. Exact mileage
c. Condition of the car
d. Any major or minor repairs needed for the car to be roadworthy
e. Asking/selling price of the car
f. Contact information for the seller
4. For additional words (in excess of the 50 words), there will be a charge of 25
cents per word.
Send your photo and ad copy to Milton Stern at 8s_newseditor@prodigy.net.

